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A £24 million office project to transform an

existing three-storey building into one of the

largest and most highly-specified new office

developments in the Thames Valley, is being

undertaken by ISG – the UK’s largest fit out

contractor. Due for completion in autumn

2016, the programme involves removal of

two internal stair cores and construction of

five external staircases as part of extensive

changes to the building’s internal layout. 

The existing atrium will be demolished to 

be replaced by a new spacious and

contemporary concourse with a feature

staircase and high-specification reception

area. ISG will also reinforce existing columns

and introduce additional structural beams to

create spacious open floorplates.

MEP Hire, a preferred supplier of low-level access 
equipment to ISG, has recently introduced a new range of
‘rolling’ work bench, materials handling, and secure storage
solutions designed specifically for large scale fit out work.

As major construction works progress on The Bower building, an array of internal follow-on

trades perform fit out tasks such as mechanical and electrical services, the installation of

suspended ceiling systems and partitions, as well as a host of other activities. A feature of these

works is that installation teams are constantly on the move and require that their tools and

equipment can be readily moved with them, and that they are securely stored when not in use.

Project:
‘The Bower’ at 4 Roundwood,
Stockley Park, Uxbridge

Main Contractor:
ISG



For the project, MEP Hire provided three of its ‘Cutting Station Plus’ multi-purpose chop

saw work stations which are designed to cut lengths of metal such as partition framing,

pipe, cable tray and conduit. Each Cutting Station Plus was supplied with an

accompanying safe-storage fittings cabinet.

Graham Haigh, Business Development Director for MEP Hire, says: “Cutting Station Plus

has been designed and manufactured exclusively for MEP Hire and we believe it

represents a more efficient, user-friendly, and safer alternative to other products on the

market. It is well suited to the rigours of site conditions and incorporates many

ergonomic and health and safety features.”

Cutting Station Plus provides wide, open-fronted access for all cutting operations, and

extendable arms, with roller supports, can be adjusted to suit different lengths of

material. A non-slip, anti-static rubberised mat provides grip for the saw, and PVC

curtaining around the working area contains and protects from sparks. Additionally,

fireproof acoustic soundproofing of the booth affords Class ‘0’ sound deadening to

82dBA. The unit incorporates twin LED lighting units, and its own 110 volt power

system is pre-wired for external connection. A lockable cabinet is housed beneath the

working area which includes a cable entry hole to facilitate secure internal charging of

battery powered tools. And, with 200mm rubber-tyred swivel wheels, Cutting Station

Plus is easy to move around onsite.

Jack Gibbs of ISG, who is assigned to ‘The Bower’ project, commented: “At ISG we are

now actively promoting the use of the Cutting Station Plus. The innovative design

allows this work station to be portable making it the perfect solution for all our

workstation needs. It eradicates nearly all of the problems we see regularly out onsite

and is a much safer and effective method of working.”
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call 0800 5875121
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